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If MA, holds then every o-connected graph of cardinality 
tree with no infinite branches. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
<K has a spanning 
Disproving a long-standing conjecture of Halin, Seymour and Thomas 
([33; see also Thomassen [5]) proved that there exists an w-connected 
graph of size 2’O such that every spanning tree contains a subdivision of 
T,, , the tree in which every vertex has degree N, . They also showed that 
if an m-connected graph does not contain a subdivision of Tw,, then it has 
a spanning tree with no infinite branches, and it is consistent that every 
o-connected graph of size N, with no subdivision of the complete graph on 
o, vertices, has a spanning tree with no infinite branches. Here we slightly 
extend their consistency result by showing that if K is a cardinal, MA, 
holds and X is an o-connected graph of size <K, then X has a spanning 
tree with no infinite branches. This result answers a question of [3]. We 
note that there is a model, where an example as of Seymour and Thomas, 
but of cardinal K1 < 2No can be found. Namely, in [4], Shelah describes a 
model of non-CH, where there is a family of K, subsets of o1 such that 
every uncountable subset of the ground set includes a member of the family. 
Using the arguments of [3], this suffices for a construction, as claimed. 
A graph is o-connected if it is infinite and it is connected after the 
removal of any finitely many vertices. 
We are going to use the now standard terminology from the theory of 
forcing (see, e.g., [2]), so that by a partially ordered set we mean a pair 
(P, < ), where < is a transitive binary relation on P, there is a largest ele- 
ment denoted by 1, and there are no minimal elements (see [2]). The 
elements of P are called conditions. If p, 4 E P, 4 bp, we say that q extends 
p. Two elements p, q are compatible if they have a common extension, 
otherwise they are incompatible. A subset A z P of mutually incompatible 
elements is an antichain. (P, < ) satisfies the countable chain condition, in 
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short, is ccc, if all antichains are countable. A subset D s P is dense, if every 
p E P has an extension in D. 
If 9 is a family of dense subsets of P, a g-generic filter is a set GE P 
such that 
1 EG; (1) 
ifp<q,pEG, then qrzG; (2) 
if p, q E G, then they have a common extension in G; (3) 
DnG#@ for every DEB. (4) 
If rc is a cardinal then MA, (Martin’s axiom for K) is the assertion that 
a g-generic filter exists for every poset with the ccc and every family 9 of 
size K of dense subsets. For every cardinal K, MA, is consistent but then 
K is strictly smaller than the continuum. There is a considerable literature 
on the applications of Martin’s axiom; see, e.g., [ 11. A notable feature of 
Martin’s axiom is that it enables one to prove (some) consistency results 
without actually constructing forcing models. 
We use the standard set theory notions and notation (e.g., as in [2]). 
THEOREM (MA,). If X is an o-connected graph of size < K then there is 
a spanning tree for X with no infinite branches. 
LEMMA 1. Assume that X is an co-connected graph on V, the vertex set 
and y E V is a fixed vertex. Then there exists a function T assigning a 
countable subset T(x) of V to every x E V- { y> such that whenever x E V, 
and s E V - (x, y> is a finite set, then there exists a path x = x0, . . . . xk = y 
such that xi+ 1 ET(xi)forO<i<kandxiEV-s-{x,y}forO<i<k. 
ProoJ: By translinite induction on K = 1 VI. For K = o we can take 
T(x)= V for XE V. 
Assume that K > CO and the lemma is true for every cardinal strictly 
smaller than fc. Let X be a graph on V, 1 VI = K. We first claim that there 
is a continuous, increasing decomposition { Vz: a < K} of V into sets of size 
<K such that y E V, and X restricted to V, is a-connected for cc < K. In 
order to show this we use the following equivalent definition of 
cu-connectivity. A graph is a-connected if and only if it has at least two ver- 
tices and between any pair of vertices there are infinitely many paths 
which are disjoint except at their extremities. To any pair of vertices in X, 
a countable set of vertices can be assigned, witnessing that there are 
infinitely many paths between them, as described above. To make X on V, 
o-connected it suffices to make sure that if x, y E VE then the countable set 
assigned to x and y be a subset of Vz. That this can be done is well known 
and can easily be proved (see [ 2, p. 791). 
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By our claim just proved and the induction hypothesis there is a function 
Tdl on V, as described in the lemma. Put T(x) = ToI for 
XE v&J (V,$<a}. w  e are going to show that this T works. Assume 
that XE V, and ss V- (x,u> is finite. Let XE Va---u (Vp:p<a}, i.e., x 
appears in Va. We show by transfinite induction on a that there is a path 
X = x0, . . . . xk =y such that X,E V-S- (~1 and Xi+,E T(xi) for 
i = 0, . . . . k - 1. 
Assume that this latter statement is proved for /I < a. Let x appear in l/a. 
By the definition of T, there is a path x = zo, . . . . z, =y such that 
ziE va-s- (U>Y zi+l E Ta(Zi) (0 < i < t). Let r be the least index such 
that z, E U { V,: /? < a}. By the inductive hypothesis there is a path 
2, = =y such that uiEU (V~I/~<U}--S-(Y) and ui+lET(ui) 
(O<?~~.U’Now the concatenation of the two paths x=q,, . . . . z,, 
Ul, -.*, up = y is as claimed. 
Proof of the Theorem. Assume that X is an m-connected graph on IC 
and MA, holds. Assume that T is a function as in Lemma 1, assigned to 
y = 0. Put p E P if and only if p = (u, t,f), where u is a finite subset of K 
containing 0, t is a rooted tree on u with 0 as a root, and f is a function 
fi u - (0) + a such that if y is a successor of x in t (i.e., x separates 0 
and y), then x E T(y) and f(v) <f(x). 
Order P as follows: p’ = (u’, t’, f’) <p = (u, t,f) if u’ 2 u, t’ 2 t, f’ z>J: 
Clearly, this is a transitive ordering with no minimal elements and 
({0}, 0, 0) is the largest element. 
Put D,= {(u, t,f):~u} for a<~. 
LEMMA 2. D, is dense in (P, < ). 
ProoJ: This is obvious, if a = 0. Assume that p = (u, t, f) E P is given 
and a$u. By Lemma 1 there is a path a =x0, . . . . xk = 0 such that 
Xi $ U, Xi+ 1 E T(Xi) for 0 < i < k. Put p’ = (u’, t’, f’), where u’ = 
uu ix07 **-P xk- 11, t’ is the extension of t with the branch x0x1 . “xk, and 
f’ extends f in such a way that f’(xi) = i (i < k). 
LEMMA 3. (P, < ) is CCC. 
ProoJ: Assume that pa for a < o1 are elements of P. We need to show 
that some two of them are compatible. By the d-system lemma (see [ 1, e.g., 
on p. 13 J or [2, on p. 491) we can assume that pb is of the form 
pa = (u u u,, t,,f,), where the sets (u, u o! : a < w, ) are pairwise disjoint. By 
further shrinking we can assume also that the trees t, and the functions fa 
agree on u. By omitting countably many elements from the system, we can 
assume that if x E u, y E u, then y # T(x). This implies that, in the tree t,, no 
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element of u, separates some element of u from the root 0. But then, 
(U u u, u uB, t, u tg ,fdl ufs) gives a common extension of ptl and ps. 
To conclude the proof of the Theorem, we use that, by MA,, there 
is a generic filter G z P, meeting every D, (a < K). The graph 
Y= U(t: (u, t,f)E G) is a tree, and as D, n G # a, rc is covered by Y, so 
Y is a spanning tree. The function F= u {f: (u, t, f) E G}: K - (0) -+ o has 
the property that if y is a successor (in the tree) of the vertex x # 0, then 
F(y) < F(x), so Y does not contain an infinite branch. 
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